The cellular environment impacts a myriad of cellular functions by providing signals that can modulate cell phenotype and function. Physical cues such as topography, roughness, gradients, and elasticity are of particular importance. Thus, synthetic substrates can be potentially useful tools for exploring the influence of the aforementioned physical properties on cellular function. Many micro- and nanofabrication processes have been employed to control substrate characteristics in both 2D and 3D environments. This review highlights strategies for modulating the physical properties of surfaces, the influence of these changes on cell responses, and the promise and limitations of these surfaces in in-vitro settings. While both hard and soft materials are discussed, emphasis is placed on soft substrates. Moreover, methods for creating synthetic substrates for cell studies, substrate properties, and impact of substrate properties on cell behavior are the main focus of this review.
1. Introduction

Cellular responses to environmental cues can result in intercellular and intracellular changes in cytoskeletal organization, proliferation, cell differentiation, gene expression, and apoptosis.\cite{1-3} In addition to the biochemical properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM),\cite{4} cells can sense underlying substrates with respect to physical properties such as elasticity, topography, gradients, and geometrical changes.\cite{5-8} In vivo, cells encounter signaling from protein folding and ECM binding.\cite{5} Cascades of sensing processes are of fundamental importance in cell biology, tissue engineering, and medicine. However, cellular interactions with environments occur both in vivo and in vitro. In particular, interactions with synthetic surfaces are of increasing significance, as they are utilized to mimic in vivo conditions for a wealth of healthcare applications.\cite{9} Herein, we focus on physical aspects of synthetic surfaces in vitro, namely surface topography, roughness, and elasticity.

The topography of synthetic surfaces may be altered using a myriad of techniques, such as photolithography,\cite{10} electron beam lithography,\cite{11} and soft lithography.\cite{12} These techniques alter material properties on the micrometer and nanometer scale including surface roughness. Surface topography, roughness, and elasticity of tissues within the body are variable and these deviations may serve as a blueprint for cellular function in vitro. For example, properties such as roughness provide adhesion and alignment cues for endothelial cells and elasticity influences changes in cell morphology.\cite{13} The aforementioned physical cues also determine stem cell fate.\cite{14,15} Stem cells have a multitude of therapeutic applications including the treatment of macular degeneration\cite{16} and osteoporosis.\cite{17} Therefore an understanding of how the physical environment influences stem cell behavior would be highly beneficial and synthetic substrates provide this opportunity.

This review highlights recent developments in the modulation of the physical aspects of synthetic surfaces, their impacts in vitro cellular signaling responses, as well as the potential and limitations towards practical uses in biotechnology in vitro. As cellular responses to physical cues may vary based on cell type, the influence of various surface characteristics is described for a range of different cell types. In addition, the modification of a wide range of biomaterials from metals to polymers is discussed.

2. Topography and Roughness

The impact of substrate topography on cell behavior is a widely investigated physical cue.\cite{18-22} Topography is important in development, and natural regeneration occurs when cells grow on topography provided by other cells and extracellular matrix.\cite{22} Diverse techniques have been employed to fabricate topographical substrates in the micro- and nanometer range, such as two-photon polymerization,\cite{24,25} soft lithography,\cite{26,27} capillary force lithography,\cite{28} photolithography,\cite{29,30} UV-assisted capillary molding,\cite{31} and micromachining.\cite{32} Suitable base substrates include a wide range of materials, from tissue culture plastics, polymers such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and Ormocer,\cite{24,25} to silicon oxide and metals.\cite{32}

Research on these substrates reveals the influence of topography for controlling cell functions such as cytoskeletal organization, adhesion, polarization, migration, proliferation, and differentiation. The topographical substrates discussed herein predominantly have a defined pattern with variable height/depth and width and a diverse form of anisotropy and stiffness.

2.1. Topography of Soft Materials

Polymers are commonly utilized in the biomedical field as scaffolds for tissue engineering,\cite{33} shells for drug delivery,\cite{34} and coatings for medical implants, such as cardiovascular stents.\cite{35} Therefore the surface topography of these materials plays a role in cellular behavior as cells directly interact with these surfaces.

As more is learned about physical cellular cues, there is increasing interest in evaluating topographical influence on the nanoscale. To date, nanoscale topography has been found to impact a host of cellular behaviors including proliferation, differentiation, and gene expression.\cite{36} Nanogrooves and nanogratings are commonly employed nanotopographical elements for exploring cell-surface interactions. Traditionally, nanogratings have consisted of one pattern height per platform.\cite{37} Recently, Sun et al. improved upon existing methods by generating a continuous nanograting system consisting of numerous heights and shapes.\cite{37} This new grating platform further allows for the fabrication of combinatorial...
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Altomare et al. structured polymer surfaces to investigate the mechanism of skeletal muscle precursor formation of multinucleated myotubes.[38] Microgrooves 5–100 \( \mu \text{m} \) in width and 0.5–5 \( \mu \text{m} \) in depth were structured in a biodegradable poly-l-lactide/trimethylene carbonate copolymer (PLLA–TMC). In particular, grooves were created by solvent casting of the polymer onto silicon wafers, which were previously patterned via photolithography. C2C12 myoblasts were seeded onto these surfaces, and cell behavior was evaluated in terms of cell fusion and myotube formation as well as alignment. At 24 h, deeper and narrower grooves yielded better cell adhesion and proliferation. Conversely, at 7 days of culture, more shallow grooves, 0.5 and 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) in depth, and wider grooves, those >25 \( \mu \text{m} \) in width, promoted more favorable myotube formation.[38] These results indicate the need for prolonged cell culture studies to understand myotube formation on in vitro surfaces. Nonetheless, grooved substrates were found to induce cell alignment and myotube formation, which was influenced by groove dimensions (Figure 1).[38] Nanogrooves have also induced alignment of osteoblast cells and their ECM.[39,40] Applications of these works could influence investigations of neural regeneration and tissue engineering of the vascular endothelium, where cellular and matrix alignment is important.

Three-dimensional micropillars are another topographical feature that has been exploited to influence cellular interactions. Ghibaudo and colleagues generated micropillars to study fibroblast cell adhesion and migration as a function of surface topography.[41] In this work, micropillars were created on PDMS substrates. Specifically, the PDMS was molded onto microstructured silicon wafers and pillars ranging from 2 to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) in height and from 5 to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) in diameter were produced. As compared to flat PDMS surfaces, cells on the structured surfaces demonstrated elongated shapes and had a branched morphology. The number of actin stress fibers, which is an indicator of cell adhesion, were less than those on flat substrates, but were aggregated around pillar edges indicating enhanced focal contacts. Pillar size and spacing also influenced cellular migration and increased migration, as compared to flat substrates. Increased cell motility on pillars, as compared to flat substrates, was attributed to the increase in the size and lifetime of the focal contacts at the pillar edges (Figure 2). Because cell types vary in their response to pillar topography, an application of this work is to distinguish between cell phenotypes based on response to the topographical surface.

The influence of polymer topography on cell behavior is highly dependent on the polymeric materials and cell types utilized. For example, Loesberg et al. found that nanogrooves in polystyrene less than 35 \( \mu \text{m} \) in depth no longer provided contact guidance for fibroblast alignment.[42] This contrasts Altomare’s work with myoblasts, in which guidance occurred at depths from 0.5 to 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) on a poly-l-lactide/trimethylene carbonate copolymer.[38] These findings point towards a subtle interplay of chemistry and physics as well as a dependence on cell type. Nonetheless, the applicability of polymers to a host of biological applications, and the ease at which they can be modified, provides a large research space for probing cell-material interactions.

2.2. Topography of Hard Materials

Numerous metallic substrates have been utilized in the healthcare industry including stainless steel, platinum, titanium, and silicon.[43,44] These materials have served as joint replacements, dental implants, and electrode materials for brain stimulation. For many of these applications, modification of the metallic surface is beneficial, often because of enhanced biomaterial–cell interactions. Techniques, such as micromachining, chemical etching, and photolithography have been employed to alter the surface topography. In particular, sandblasting and acid etching are commonly used procedures to create a roughened surface.
However, the cellular response to topographical changes on metallic materials is cell-type dependent.

Turner et al. used pillars and wells to influence astroglial cell behavior. Pillar and well arrays were fabricated by photolithographic and etching techniques. In this work, the surface topography consisted of pillars of varied width (0.5–2 μm) and spacing (1–5 μm) in addition to 1 μm deep micro-wells with varied spacing (0.5–2 μm) on silicon. As compared to smooth controls, 70% of LRM55 astroglial cells preferentially adhered to pillars, while there was no significant difference in cell adhesion onto welled structures. Actin and vinculin staining was used to explore microfilament and focal contacts of attached cells and results indicated that focal contacts occurred at the end of many actin bundles and were localized on the tops of the pillars. Irrespective of the interpillar spacing assessed in this work, astroglial cells only adhered to the tops of the pillars. This microstructuring could be beneficial in the design of neural prosthesis and for basic studies investigating cellular, growth, attachment, and morphology.

Lu et al. investigated micro- and nano-structured metal surfaces for coronary stents. In particular, the authors used lithography and titanium inductively
coupled plasma deep etching to generate high-resolution topographical features in titanium and assessed the substrates in rat endothelial cell culture.\(^{[48]}\) The surface topography consisted of a periodic array of lines that varied in spacing from 750 nm to 100 \(\mu m\) but maintained a constant width. Randomly structured titanium and smooth titanium served as controls and rat endothelial cell behavior was assessed as a function of line spacing. Nanostructured surfaces led to an enhancement in cell adhesion and growth, as compared to larger microstructured surfaces and controls (Figure 3). Additionally, cells aligned along the structure affording control over cell alignment similar to the alignment that occurs along the endothelium in vivo. Potential applications of this work include stents for cardiovascular repair and bone implants with enhanced osseointegration.

### 2.3. Roughness

Surface roughness relates to the texture of the uppermost layer of a material and is quantified by measuring the protrusions or depressions at the surface. Abundant evidence suggests that surface roughness plays an important role in manipulating cell behavior for implant biomaterials such as titanium, ceramics, stainless steel, and polymers. The roughness value (\(R_s\)), quantitatively depicts the degree of roughness for a given surface and is thus widely used to describe the surface of in vitro cell culture matrices. However, similar \(R_s\) can result in different stimuli for the surrounding biological environments because surfaces may be covered with different nanoscopic topologies and patterns such as grafts, posts, grooves, and pits.\(^{[17,49]}\) Owing to recent advancements in nanofabrication, surface topologies can be controlled in the nanometer range, and well-controlled roughness with respect to \(R_s\), shape, and geometry can be produced. Methods for creating surface roughness include blasting,\(^{[50]}\) electropolishing,\(^{[51]}\) nanoparticle/fiber formation,\(^{[52]}\) chemical treatment,\(^{[53,54]}\) as well as nanofabrication technologies, such as photolithography,\(^{[55,56]}\) electron beam lithography,\(^{[57]}\) dip-pen nanolithography,\(^{[57]}\) imprint lithography,\(^{[58,59]}\) and colloidal lithography.\(^{[60]}\) Studies have revealed decreased proliferation and increased differentiation of osteoblasts with increased surface roughness.\(^{[61,62]}\) Moreover, surfaces with increased roughness showed suppressed proliferation and/or differentiation of leukocytes, keratinocytes, and monocytes.\(^{[49]}\)

Similarly, it is found that a higher percentage of osteoblast cells attached to rougher surfaces,\(^{[63]}\) while in a separate study, evaluation of the attachment of gingival and periodontal ligament fibroblasts and epithelial cells was preferential on smooth surfaces.\(^{[64]}\) More specifically, human mesenchymal stem cells were stimulated by disordered nanotopography to produce bone mineral in vitro, without osteogenic supplements, and a distinct differentiation profile was displayed.\(^{[5]}\) In this section, we limit the scope of our discussions to surfaces that have roughness in anisotropy and surfaces with suppressed topographical stimuli, i.e., smooth surfaces, and will highlight the consequences of these stimuli on cell responses and functions for polymeric surfaces.

The roughness of polymer surfaces may be altered to influence the behavior of various cell types.\(^{[65,66]}\) It is often desirable to change the surface roughness of a material without changing its chemical composition. PDMS is a widely used biomaterial with tunable surface properties. The roughness of structured PDMS as well as epoxide-based photoresists SU-8 and 1002F were modified by Shadpour and colleagues by means of polishing with an alumina particle slurry.\(^{[67]}\) A roughening duration between 15–30 s was utilized and generated an average roughness (\(R_s\)) of approximately 7.7–19.8 nm for SU8 and 1002F resists. Although this represented an increase of four- to ninefold in surface roughness as compared to native surfaces, less than 1% of the structured features were damaged or destroyed. Post polishing, three diverse cell types, rat basophilic leukemia (RBL), HeLa, and 3T3 fibroblasts, were seeded onto the roughened substrates. Cell adhesion and growth on the rough substrates was enhanced irrespective of the cell type. Moreover, roughening of the surface and stamp for microcontact printing, increased protein adsorption to the roughened surface by 20-fold.

Poly-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) is another widely utilized polymeric biomaterial. This synthetic polymer has clinical applications in the replacement of diseased bladder tissue.\(^{[66–70]}\) Clinical utility may be enhanced by eliminating the mismatch in surface properties between the smooth polymer surfaces and the rough surfaces of the native bladder.\(^{[71]}\) Therefore, altering the surface roughness of these materials has been pursued. Recently Chun et al. used chemical etching to increase the surface roughness of PLGA and poly(ether) urethane (PU) polymers.\(^{[72]}\) Etching resulted in a porous PU surface and a nanorough PLGA surface (Figure 4).

Human urothelial cells (HUCs) were seeded onto etched surfaces and the influence of surface roughness was assessed.
HUCs were found to adhere more readily to roughened substrates and nanometer rough PLGA resulted in the greatest cell adhesion.\textsuperscript{72}

Surface topographies may also be generated by interfacial polymer demixing. The foundation of this method is the phase separation of polymer blends upon spin-casting onto a substrate.\textsuperscript{73} Adjusting the polymer ratio and concentration affords some control over feature size and shape.\textsuperscript{34} For example, Lim et al., produced nanotopographies to investigate human foetal osteoblastic (hFOB) cell response to surface roughness using polymer demixing of polystyrene (PS)/polybromostyrene (PBrS).\textsuperscript{73} In this work, variable polymer concentrations were utilized to fabricate three feature heights, 11, 38, and 85 nm. Cell seeding occurred on the substrates, and cell behavior in terms of adhesion and morphology was evaluated. The shortest nanotopography yielded enhanced cell spreading and size as compared to taller topographies and planar PS and PBrS substrates. Focal adhesions and actin stress fibers were more readily apparent on the 11 nm feature height (Figure 5). Additionally, the 11 nm topographies influenced osteoblast phenotype, as cells cultured on these topographies had elevated levels of alkaline phosphatase, an early marker of bone differentiation. In general, cell adhesion and spreading were more favorable, when the height of the nanotopographies was reduced. An inherent limitation of this technique is the convolution of chemistry with changes in feature height as both changes could lead to differences in surface roughness.

3. Elasticity

The functional importance of elasticity has been increasingly revealed in the past decade. Cells in multicellular organisms live in an environment with gradations of deformable physical properties which increase, including brain tissue, muscle, cartilage, and bone.\textsuperscript{14} Cells may also have different rigidities depending on their tissue origin.\textsuperscript{76} Because of its fundamental role in many aspects of cell functions such as adhesion,\textsuperscript{77} polarization and migration,\textsuperscript{78} proliferation and differentiation,\textsuperscript{14} the impact of substrate elasticity and how cells process this signal has been studied intensively. Initial investigations were carried out on diverse hydrogels such as collagen,\textsuperscript{79,80} fibrin,\textsuperscript{81} agarose,\textsuperscript{82} alginate,\textsuperscript{83} or polyacrylamide,\textsuperscript{77,84} hyaluronic acid,\textsuperscript{85,86} Matrigel,\textsuperscript{87} and tumor models in mice.\textsuperscript{88} These studies delivered important knowledge about the way cells react to environmental elasticity\textsuperscript{1} and provide guidance on how to modify and optimize materials for regenerative medicine.\textsuperscript{89} Commonly utilized gels are random composites without structural or dimensional definition. For example, variations in the thickness of a thixotropic gel can control proliferation and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in 3D substrates.\textsuperscript{90} Still, these undefined gels may be sufficient for qualitative studies on the role of elasticity on cell behavior. However for quantitative studies such as those concerning cell mechanics, geometrically defined substrates are required to provide reference points for calculation and modeling. For this approach, other materials and modifications of the existing gels will need to be introduced.\textsuperscript{91}

In this section, we focus on methods used to prepare elastic cell culture substrates with different stiffness and the specific modification of these substrates for various topics (as shown in Table 1). We will describe new developments in the materials and fabrication methods of these substrates and analyze the major achievements in terms of cell biology based on investigations using such substrates.

3.1. Strategies to Tune the Substrate Elasticity

The basic principle of tuning substrate elasticity relies on modifying the crosslinking density of a polymer.\textsuperscript{104} For
Gelation of HA occurs after modification through thiolation or acrylation. Thiolated HA needs a bifunctional electrophilic crosslinker, poly(ethylene glycol)-diacrylate (PEG-DA), to polymerize. The stiffness of the gel will be defined by the concentration of the thiolated HA. A concentration of 0.5% (w/v) resulted in optimal neurite outgrowth in vivo. In comparison to a fibrin control, the HA gel promoted stronger long-term neurite outgrowth, with growth occurring until 192 h.
Table 1. Examples of elastic substrates with different dimensionality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Elasticity (Young’s modulus)</th>
<th>Surface treatment</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Biological application</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Silicone rubber (PDMS)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Heart fibroblast, liver parenchymal cells, pigmented retina cells</td>
<td>All cell types can wrinkle the substrate.</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Soft lithography, direct e-beam writing, microcontact printing</td>
<td>PDMS, PMMA</td>
<td>−15 kPa</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>Human foreskin fibroblast, rat cardiomyocyte and cardiac fibroblast</td>
<td>Local forces show a correlation to the orientation and the size of the focal adhesion. The stress is constant at 5.5 ± 2 nN μm⁻².</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Replica molding with embedding microbeads</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>−16–38 kPa</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>Rat cardiac fibroblast</td>
<td>Explicit equations for mechanical response of elastic layer were derived, which allows highly accurate force measurement by eukaryotic cells,</td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Poly (acrylamide)</td>
<td>−5–8.5 kPa</td>
<td>Collagen type I</td>
<td>Dictyostelium discoideum</td>
<td>Separate friction forces in the tip and tail of the slug and its magnitude decreases with the slug velocity.</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo</td>
<td>Replica molding</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>2.5 MPa, 1600–2.7 nN/μm depending on diameter and height of the posts</td>
<td>Fibronectin, collagen IV</td>
<td>Bovine pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells (BPASMC), NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts, bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells (BPAEC),[94] Madin–Darby canine kidney epithelial cells (MDCK)[91]</td>
<td>Positive correlation between force and contact size only by contacts bigger than 1 μm. Spreading is important for force generation. RhoA can rescue contractility by unspread cells. Maximum intensity of the force localized at the periphery of the epithelia.</td>
<td>[96, 97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo</td>
<td>Replica molding</td>
<td>Poly (acrylamide)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>poly(L-lysine) (PLL)</td>
<td>Spinal commissural neuron (SCN)</td>
<td>SCN growth cones applied ranged from 2 to 37 pN with the average at 9 pN</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo</td>
<td>Replica molding</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>32 kN/nm²</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>NIH3T3</td>
<td>External applied forces induced local enhancement of focal adhesions. A sudden loss or a gradual decay in contractility was recorded after stimulation.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Two-photon direct laser writing</td>
<td>Omocomp</td>
<td>800 MPa</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>Primary chicken cardiomyocytes</td>
<td>First tailored elastic 3D substrate for cell culture study, which theoretically could measure cell applied forces of 20 nN.</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Microfabrication and soft lithography</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Connect tissue progenitor cells</td>
<td>Increased proliferation and expression of alkaline phosphatase, but no effect on expression of osteocalcin.</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Two-photon laser scanning photolithography</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>Human dermal fibroblast</td>
<td>The precisely 3D distribution of RGD peptides guided cell migration in the collagenase-sensitive hydrogels.</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>Photolithography</td>
<td>Styrenated gelatin</td>
<td>10–400 kPa</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3T3-Swiss albino</td>
<td>Two critical criteria of the elasticity jump and the absolute elasticity to induce mechanotaxis were identified: 1) a high elasticity ratio between the hard and soft regions, and 2) elasticity of the softer region to provide medium motility.</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>Compressing of wedge-shaped collagen matrix</td>
<td>Collagen I</td>
<td>1000–2300 kPa</td>
<td>Collagen I</td>
<td>Human dermal fibroblast</td>
<td>Cell accumulation prefers the stiff part of the substrate, and durotactic migration was observed significantly after 6 days.</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as compared to 60 h for the control. However, placing this gel on the site of a complete thoracic spinal cord transection in rats did not aid in injury recovery. Kim et al. modified HA by acrylation and used an matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) degradable peptide as a crosslinker and found that mesenchymal stem cell spreading was enhanced as compared to hydrogels without MMP[96] Recently, thiol-ene photopolymerization was utilized to create a PEG hydrogel that incorporated an MMP degradable peptide. This peptide-functionalized, cell-degradable hydrogel encapsulated mesenchymal stem cells and facilitated directed cell differentiation into osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic lineages with specific differentiation markers being more highly expressed on these hydrogels than hydrogels that are not cell degradable.[107]
The control and verification of the concentration of the gel precursor is the earliest and simplest way to tune the substrate stiffness. Solely by changing the concentration of collagen protein in the solution from 0.4 to 2.0 mg/mL, the collagen gel stiffness can be varied from 2.2 to about 17.0 Pa. However, this stiffness is still too soft to simulate brain tissue, which has an elasticity from ~100 to ~1000 Pa. In order to increase substrate stiffness, Ulrich et al. combined collagen with agarose gel and altered the gel stiffness by changing the concentration of agarose. Increasing the concentration of agarose from 0% to 1% leads to an increase of substrate stiffness from 2 Pa to 1 kPa. Other methods to improve the mechanical strength of collagen gel including enzymatic crosslinking with transglutaminase or chemical crosslinking with glutaraldehyde have been developed. Substrate elasticity may also be modulated via controlled erosion. Tibbitt and colleagues used two-photon induced erosion to alter the elasticity of a PEG hydrogel in situ to investigate the influence of dynamic elasticity changes on the adhesion of mesenchymal stem cells.

A widely used synthetic hydrogel is polyacrylamide (PAA), which has acrylamide (AA) as base prepolymer and \( N,N \)-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BIS) as crosslinker. In this case, simple variation of both AA and BIS can change the stiffness of substrates. The influence of the stiffness of polyacrylamide on cell behavior was introduced by Pelham and Wang. By varying the concentration of BIS crosslinker, the stiffness of the hydrogel could be adjusted from 0.1 to 80 kPa, which covers nearly the whole elasticity range of natural soft tissue. Due to the fact that PAA is not a natural material and does not support cell adhesion, PAA gels for cell studies must, in contrast to collagen and hyaluronic acid, be functionalized, mostly by covalent binding of ECM proteins, such as collagen, laminin, fibronectin, or RGD peptide (RGD = arginine–glycine–aspartic–aspartic acid), through the photoactivated \( N \)-succinimidyl-6-(4′-azido-2′-nitrophenylamino) hexanoate (SANPAH)-linker.

Using PAA substrates with stiffness of ~0.1–40 kPa, Engler et al. varied the surface density of collagen ligands and found that the spreading of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) increased with the substrate stiffness. Cells achieved maximal size at intermediate ligand density and with increasing collagen density, cells became smaller again. Cellular preference to adhere and spread better on stiffer substrates has been described as “durotaxis” and SMCs showed the same character as other anchorage-dependent cell types. Conversely, some cancer cells do not show this preference. Tilghman et al. cultivated cancer cells derived from different tissue origin on substrates with systematically varied elasticity from ~0.15 to ~9.6 kPa in a soft-plate multiwell assay. Depending on proliferation and cellular phenotype, the authors found that cells could be distinguished by their dependency on substrate rigidity. The stiffness-dependent growth profile showed no correlation to the tissue of origin, or whether the cells were originally cultured from the primary tumor or from a metastatic lesion.

By combining different concentrations of AA and BIS, Saha et al. prepared substrates with rigidity from 10 Pa to 10 kPa, which are relevant to neural tissue with an elastic modulus of ~100–1000 Pa. Cultivation of rat adult neural stem cells (aNSC9) on these substrates showed that optimal neuronal differentiation was observed near the mechanical properties of native brain tissue. Engler et al. found the stiffness of the substrates alone influenced the lineage of differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). They cultivated MSCs on PAA substrates with rigidities covering the range from soft brain tissue to hard cartilage using constant serum conditions.

The expression of specific tissue markers varied on substrates of different stiffness, and this expression was correlated to the rigidity of the substrate, which was similar to that of natural tissues. In contrast, Rowlands et al. showed that substrate stiffness alone does not direct, but rather modifies, stem cell lineage specification. In this work, cells were cultivated on PAA gels with a stiffness of ~0.7–80 kPa, which were coated with different ECM molecules by a photoactivated cross linker. Significant osteogenic differentiation was observed by 80 kPa, while myogenic differentiation on all gels was observed for a stiffness greater than 9 kPa. Cellular differentiation was modulated by the type ECM proteins used for coating.

PDMS is most commonly used in soft lithography and was first adapted by Whitesides’ group. PDMS has excellent optical properties due to its colorless and transparent appearance. Importantly, the stiffness of the resultant PDMS can be adjusted by altering the amount of the individual mixing components, the base substance and the curing agent. The stiffness of the substrate decreases from 2 MPa at a ratio of 10:1 between base prepolymer and the curing agent to 0.05 MPa at a ratio of 50:1. The stiffness of PDMS is greater than other elastic materials, such as collagen and PAA, which only have rigidity on the order of hundreds of kilopascals. PDMS could be used to simulate much stiffer tissues like blood vessel walls or cartilage. Because a ratio of basic prepolymer to curing agent lower than 10:1 does not increase the substrate stiffness and a ratio of more than 55:1 is difficult to handle, the most used ratio lies between 10:1 and 55:1. The resulting PDMS substrate can be planar, topological, or even three dimensional. These elastic substrates enable the quantitative visualization of the surface deformation by cell applied force, i.e., the measurement of the force applied by cells through a single focal contact. Using substrates with elastic needles embedding cobalt nanowires, not only can the force applied by cells be measured, but cells can also be manipulated with external force, such as in stretching experiments. These artificial substrates therefore enable both the quantification of the mechanical properties of the cell and provide the opportunity to control or manipulate cell behavior.

### 3.1.1. Controlled Photo-activation and Photodegradation

Photocrosslinking has been frequently used to drive polymerization of different elastomers such as collagen or PAA. Prepolymers are mostly modified to be photoactive or photosensitive through the use of an appropriate cross linker. The substrate elasticity can be tuned by controlling the intensity, or the time of irradiation. If a constant intensity and irradiation time are used, the stiffness of the substrates may also be varied by changing the concentration of the photo-initiators.

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels were modified to be photo-active by reaction with methacrylamidacetaldehyde
dimethyl acetal. The modified PVA can be polymerized by long-wavelength UV light, and hydrogels with different stiffness could be manufactured by varying the concentration of PVA monomer.[124] Another option for changing the stiffness of the substrates concerns controlling the extent of modification of the PVA monomer. Smaller modifications result in a weaker polymerization and thereby a softer substrate. By augmenting these various parameters, it is possible to prepare substrates with stiffness ranging 50–850 kPa. After functionalization with RGD peptide, the hydrogel was found to support the attachment and spreading of fibroblasts.[124]

### 3.1.2. Varying Size and Valency of the Prepolymer

The size of the prepolymer is sometimes important for determining the stiffness of substrates.[124] The crosslinking site does not increase with the molecular weight of the prepolymer, which means that the length of the molecular chain after polymerization will input flexibility, and conversely, stiffness. De Forest et al. used this principle to vary the rigidity of substrates by controlling the size of prepolymer for polymerization using click chemistry.[125] They used a four-arm PEG tetra-azide and a bis(cyclooctyne)-peptide (Figure 6). The size of the PEG arm was varied, and it determined the rigidity of the substrates, which was in the range of 1000–6000 Pa. Using free valences in the polymer, a chemical gradient for cell adhesion could be achieved by light-driven thiol-ene chemistry. Because both reactions occur in aqueous conditions and in the presence of cells, this material ultimately enables independent tuning of biochemical and biomechanical properties of the biomaterial network. Crowe-Willoughby et al. changed both the number of reactive vinyl groups in poly(vinylmethysiloxane) (PVMS) and the size and number of hydride-terminated PDMS to manufacture PDMS-PVMS copolymer with different elasticity.[122] By changing the PVMS number from 11 to 300 and using a constant degree of PDMS linker of 15, the substrate stiffness was varied from 20 to 400 kPa. This work may be utilized to enhance understanding of cell behaviors (growth, proliferation, migration, etc.) on biomaterials with various stiffness properties.

### 3.1.3. Physical Variation of the Substrate Stiffness

Physical adjustment of the substrate elasticity is a strategy, where dimensions of the substrate, such as length, height and thickness, and distance are changed to affect either local or general stiffness of the substrate. This strategy is mostly used in substrates consisting of a bed of micropillars. Ghibaudo et al. changed the spring constant of single pillars by varying the length and diameter of the pillars,[126] while Mussig et al. modified the general elasticity of pillar substrates by changing the distances between the pillars.[127] Other researchers could prepare anisotropic substrates with asymmetrical distribution of elasticity in different directions by fabricating substrates consisting of pillars with oval cross-sections.[78,96]

Kocgozlou et al. used another material combination, polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM), which consists of PLL/HA gels capped on top with poly(styrene) sulfonate/polyallylamine hydrochloride (PSS/PAH) multilayers.[85] The PLL/HA gel is a viscous liquid with a stiffness near zero and is unfavorable for cell adhesion. In contrast, the PSS/PAH is stiff with stiffness in the gigapascal range, and it supports cell adhesion and proliferation.[128] A multilayer with PLL/HA as a base and PSS/PAH as a cap results in an elastic substrate that supports cell growth.

**Figure 6.** Controlling elasticity by changing the size (a) and valence (b) of the prepolymer. A) PEG-tetra-azide reacts with bis(cyclooctyne)-peptide by click chemistry and builds a crosslinked gel, whose density is controlled by the size of the PEG backbone. Reproduced with permission.[123] Copyright 2010 Royal Society of Chemistry. B) Schematic of PVMS/PDMS crosslinking mechanism. The amount and molecular weight of the hydride-terminated PDMS as well as the number of vinyl groups targeted for the cross-coupling reaction determine the degree of crosslinking. Reproduced with permission.[122] Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
With an increasing number of PSS/PAH layers, the stiffness of the substrates increases from 0 to 500 kPa. This substrate preparation strategy is generally the same as silicone rubber on liquid phase used by Harris et al.\textsuperscript{[92]} Only the stiffness of the substrate here can be better controlled by varying the number of PSS/PAH layers. In marsupial kidney epithelial cells (PtK2), DNA replication becomes efficient at stiffnesses above 200 kPa while transcription already occurs above 50 kPa.

### 3.2. Microstructured Substrates

Elastic substrates are widely utilized to study a range of cellular responses. These substrates could be planar, where cells can only adhere and spread on the surface of the substrates, or they could be topographical or 3D and support cell adhesion in more than one direction. Dimensionality is increasingly recognized as being important for cell behavior. In fact, cells in organisms always live in a more or less 3D environment, and in vitro studies should simulate the in vivo situation as much as possible. Most investigations on 3D culture are carried out in different kinds of hydrogels, where cells are embedded in a matrix of collagen, matrigel, or other proteins or polymers. However, these substrates are not suitable for quantifying intracellular mechanics due to their structurally undefined surface character. To address this problem, different surface modification strategies of such substrates were devised. In particular, patterns are introduced on/in the surface of the planar substrates which can be deflected by cell applied forces when cells are cultivated on these substrates. By defining the elastic modulus of the substrates, the applied force or even the force of a single focal contact can be calculated by measuring the deflection of the substrates pattern. Different strategies were applied to bring the indicator into the substrate for quantifying the deformation of the substrate.

#### 3.2.1. Randomly Embedded Microbeads

In tracking the deformation of substrates, it is important to define a visible reference point. Initially, reference markers were integrated by mixing small beads, with or without fluorescent label, in micro- or sub-micrometer scale, on/into the elastic substrates. These beads were added into the precursor mixture of the elastomer before polymerization. Either by gravitational or centrifugal force, the beads were aligned at the bottom of the mixture. A backbone material, mostly glass cover slips, was put on the mixture and a defined thickness was achieved by using a spacer. After separation of the polymerized elastomer, a flexible substrate with embedded microbeads is ready for cell experiments (Figure 7). This approach enabled simple methods of tracking the substrate deformation without changing the mechanical properties of the substrate.

This method was used by Munevar et al., who prepared PAA substrates with randomly embedded fluorescent latex beads with diameters of 200 nm.\textsuperscript{[129]} In order to ensure controlled cell adhesion on the surface, the substrates were functionalized by covalent grafting of collagen I via a photo-activated linker. During cell cultivation and time-lapse imaging, the dislocation of single beads could be followed and the cell applied force could be calculated according to the distance of the dislocation on the basis of calibrated mechanical properties of the substrates. This method was described as traction force microscopy because it measured the cell applied traction force to the underlying substrates. For 3T3 cells, almost all of the force for forward cell locomotion came from the lamellipodium, which is mechanically distinct from the cell body. However, the beads were randomly distributed in these substrates, and the dislocation has to be followed by live cell imaging making the calculation of the cell mechanics more difficult and less precise.

The elasticity of PAA gels can be easily modified through variation of the BIS concentration and traction force microscopy was widely used to study the influence of substrates stiffness and to measure the cell applied force simultaneously. Using 40 nm fluorescent beads embedded in PAA substrates with a stiffness between 0.6 and 2.8 kPa, Aratyn-Schaus and Gardel found the myosin II dependent slip of focal adhesions (FA) by human osteosarcoma cells is modulated by the elasticity of the substrates.\textsuperscript{[130]} This method was not only used to study fibroblasts, but also other migrating cells such as neutrophils\textsuperscript{[131]} or Dictyostelium.\textsuperscript{[132]} The adhesion and chemotaxis of neutrophils depends on substrate mechanics. Neutrophils generate higher traction forces on stiffer substrates without change in migration speed. Using these substrates Rieu et al. could clearly distinguish forces in the tip and the tail of migrating Dictyostelium slugs. The traction forces mostly localized in the pre-sporulation region and were decreasing with slug velocity.

Bead embedding is not limited to PAA gels and could theoretically be used in all types of elastic substrates which are prepared from a fluidic pre-stage. Lee et al. embedded latex beads of 1 μm in diameter under the surface of PDMS substrates, which were crosslinked by electrical treatment.\textsuperscript{[132]} Merkel et al. used PDMS as basic material to prepare thin-film substrates with a thickness of 5–10 μm, wherein FluroBeads of 100 nm diameter were embedded.\textsuperscript{[134]} They investigated rat cardiac fibroblasts and derived explicit equations for the mechanical response of the substrate to point forces.

#### 3.2.2. Micropatterned Structures by Replica Molding

The embedding of microbeads as markers enables the quantification of cell mechanics on elastic substrates. However, the
distribution of the beads is always random and tracking of individual beads is inconvenient and is only possible through the use of complicated algorithms. An integrated visible pattern in the substrates should overcome this problem. Balaban et al. prepared elastic PDMS substrates with visible micro-patterns using two different strategies based on replica molding.\[^93\] First, they used a minimal topography, positive (micropillars) or negative (microwells), which could be distinguished using phase-contrast microscopy as a reference. It is known that topography and nanoscale roughness also affect cell behavior. If topography is to be used as a marker, it has to be determined that it is not relevant to the behavior of the investigated cell. The preparation of such substrates is based on a negative silicon mold, which is manufactured through various photolithographic steps. Due to the limitation of phase-contrast microscopy, the smallest distinguishable distance between such microtopography is limited. The same group developed another method to pattern substrates in the same way, where they used GaAs as a base for preparing the mold. The photoresist was coated on GaAs and photopatterned as well. After curing of the elastomer in the mold, the resist was separated from the GaAs base and carried to the surface of the PDMS elastomer. Because the photoresist is fluorescent, it could be better observed by microscopy, which increased the optical resolution (Figure 8).

Using these substrates and live imaging of cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged vinculin, it was found that local forces are correlated with the orientation, total fluorescence intensity, and area of the focal adhesions, indicating a constant stress of $5.5 \pm 2$ nN $\mu$m$^2$. The dynamics of the force-dependent modulation of focal adhesions were characterized by blocking actomyosin contractility and were found to be on a time scale of seconds.\[^93\] The aforementioned method enables the study of cell-force mechanics as deformations are easily visualized and forces calculated.

### 3.2.3. Micropillar Substrates

The embedding of microbeads and micropatterning of elastic substrates enable the study of mechanical interaction of cells on substrates. However, cells can adhere everywhere on such substrates. From a cellular perspective, every cell–substrate contact is linked to the other contacts in the surrounding area, and from the substrate perspective every marker is connected to the markers in and around it. Both of these problems make one option impossible or extremely difficult: the study of the mechanics of a single cell–ECM contact. Topographical substrates consisting of micropillars of variable diameter, height, stiffness, and lateral distances partially address this problem.

Topographic substrates are mostly produced by soft lithography using a mold with defined structure. Consisting of fine needles of different length, which mimic a bed of vertical standing cantilevers, these substrates could be used to measure the cell applied force in a more precise manner as compared to flat elastic substrates. The diameter of the needles could be small enough to support a single contact where the adhered cell and the cell–pillar contacts could be examined independently from each other, which is not possible on a flat substrate because the markers in the substrate stick together making force calculations more complicated.

**Figure 8.** Substrates with regular pattern for traction force microscopy. PDMS substrates with minimal topographical pattern (A,B) or fluorescent pattern (C,D) are prepared by soft lithography. E) Pillars (1) and grooves (2) are prepared using different molds. The fluorescent pattern is created by embedding fluorescent photoresist by separating the elastomer from the mold (3). Reproduced with permission.\[^93\] Copyright 2001 Nature Publishing Group.
Polymer Micropillars: A widely used material to prepare elastic micropillars is the elastomer PDMS. Tan et al. created such substrates and then modified the height of the pillars by raising the bases of certain pillars, whose tips all lie in one plane.[96] They also created anisotropic stiffness by preparing pillars with an oval cross-section. Another modification realized in this work is the selective functionalization of the pillar tips by microcontact printing, which enables a defined adhesion of cells on the tips. Using these substrates, traction forces of smooth muscle cells and 3T3 fibroblasts increased with adhesion size, only when the adhesion area was larger than 1 μm².

The method developed by Tan et al. has been widely used to quantify cell applied forces by different cell types on various ECM molecules. Elastic micropillars may be bent like vertical cantilevers if cells exert a force on the pillars. This method is used to enhance our understanding of cell mechanics as these flexible pillars are sensitive to cell applied force in the nanonewton range. Sniadecki et al. developed another method to apply external forces to cultivated cells.[5] In this work, a micropillar assay was modified by building magnetic nanowires in the pillars. By application of a magnetic field, the nanowires pass the force to the pillars. If cells make contacts on these pillars, they will be affected by this external force and the deflection of the pillars represent the resultant net force. By varying the length (from 1.4 up to 7 μm) and the diameter (1 and 2 μm), Ghibaudo et al. could control substrate stiffness over a large range, from 1 to 200 nN μm⁻¹.[126] In both 3T3 fibroblasts and Madin–Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells, they found that the size of the focal adhesion, spreading area, and cell applied force all increased with the substrate rigidity, whereby the cell applied force was saturated and plateaued for the largest rigidities. Using aligned micropillars, Rossier et al. showed two distinct functions of myosin II in different regions of cell–substrate adhesions. nano and micropillars are very sensitive but also very fragile. They may be bent and easily broken by cell applied forces. These characteristics limit the broad application of this method.

3.2.4. 3D Elastic Structures

The three-dimensionality as well as biochemical composition and mechanical properties play a significant role in controlling cell behaviors such as migration, proliferation, biosynthesis, and response to apoptotic signals.[138] Knowledge about the effect of dimensionality is mostly gained from cell cultures in different compact gels—mostly collagen or cell-derived matrices[139]—because they mimic the extracellular environment without any further functionalization. These materials are biodegradable due to their natural origin and can be metabolized and reorganized from cultivated cells. Scaffolds provided by these natural materials are random aggregations and orientations of protein fibers, which makes evaluation difficult. To create more defined substrates, which is important in research and clinical applications,[140] 3D scaffolds consisting of synthetic polymers, ceramics, or metal are introduced. These materials afford enhanced manufacturing control and mechanical stability. Currently scaffolds with micrometer and sub-micrometer range, which provide an opportunity to monitor the behavior of a single cell in a totally defined 3D environment, can be produced.[99,141] Here we will summarize these studies and detail fabrication strategies of 3D substrates and the impacts of these substrates on cell biology.

Photolithographic Resins of 3D Structures: Photopolymerization of different elastomers enable precise preparation of cell culture substrates with three-dimensionally defined scaffolds.[99] Direct laser writing (DLW) methods and surface functionalization were used to prepare beam structures which could be deflected by a single beating chick embryonic cardiomyocyte (Figure 10). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) calibration showed the stiffness of the Ormocer structure depends on its diameter and as beam diameter increased, beam deflection decreased. For example, a beam diameter of 660 nm was deflected 800 nm by an applied force of 47 nN. This method provides a novel means of creating highly controlled 3D scaffolds, which may be utilized in cell growth studies. The use of a 3D environment more closely mimics in vivo conditions and is therefore advantageous to the 2D planar environments commonly utilized.
Recently, Klein et al. extended this work using DLW to fabricate composite scaffolds with distinct protein binding properties. The two-component scaffold comprised polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA) and pentaerythritol tetra-acrylate (PETA). Ormocomp square patterns were embedded in PEG-DA background with increasing concentrations of PETA. Patterns and backgrounds with PETA concentrations of 0–100% PETA (w/w) were incubated with the protein fibronectin and then seeded with chicken fibroblast cells. Below 4.8% PETA (w/w), the scaffold was protein repellent and cells only adhered to the Ormocomp patterns. However, above 4.8% PETA (w/w) cells spread on both the square patterns and the PEG-DA/PETA background. This method provides control over the formation of cell adhesion sites, and consequently, the cell shape in three dimensions. As a result, cell growth can be directed in three dimensions.

Using a two-photon laser scanning photolithographic technique, the cell adhesive ligand arginine-glycine-aspartic-acid-serine (RGDS) was immobilized in a hydrogel that was collagenase-sensitive. The micropatterned hydrogel was generated via a series of photolithographic, soaking, and laser scanning steps (Figure 11). Human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) seeded within the micropatterned hydrogel exhibited directed cell migration and growth along the RGD immobilized regions. This work has applications in tissue engineering as a platform for providing biological cues in a 3D environment to stimulate tissue regeneration.

Pressure-assisted microsyringe (PAM) is another photolithographic technique that has been used to generate 3D constructs from hydrogels and biodegradable polymers. This technique affords high lateral resolution, in the 5 μm range, which results in intricate architectures. In particular, it has been utilized to investigate the influence of defined 3D topographies and stiffness on cell behavior. This work found that irrespective of cell type, scaffolds fabricated via the PAM technique had enhanced cell adhesion and lineage-specific cytoskeletal organization as compared to controls of random architecture. ECM-mimicking 3D architectures have also been found to influence the behavior of tumor cells. For example, matrix stiffness as well as adhesion and tractive forces impact the migration of cancer cells.

**Microfabrication and Soft Lithography:** Recently, 3D scaffolds comprising PDMS with precise micro-architecture and microtextures have been created by soft lithography to investigate the in vitro differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells. 3D scaffolds were generated starting with the microfabrication of a mold using an SU8 photoresist and then the molding of PDMS with a mechanical jig which is followed by the alignment, stacking, and adhesion of subsequent PDMS layers. Textured scaffolds consisted of 10 μm diameter/height posts, and cell behavior on these surfaces was compared to that which is observed on smooth 3D scaffolds (Figure 12). Cells were cultured under conditions favorable for osteogenic differentiation, and results indicated that cells
cultured on textured 3D scaffolds had increased cell numbers and expression of alkaline phosphatase, an osteogenic marker, as compared to those cultured on smooth surfaces.

A combination of microfabrication and soft lithography was utilized to create a micropatterned, biopolymer 3D scaffold via lamination of micropatterned membranes fabricated by soft lithography.[146] In this instance, scaffolds with hexagonal geometry were cultured with fibroblasts in both static and dynamic environments. Sufficient fibroblast adhesion was apparent in both static and dynamic conditions, though excessive flow rate resulted in decreased cell adhesion. In addition, tissue geometry has been found to determine the site of mammary branching morphogenesis, which has implications in tumor invasion and metastasis.[147]

**Tougher 3D Structures:** Although the focus of this review is on elastic substrates, harder 3D substrates are also utilized in cell studies and are thus briefly introduced in the descriptions that follow. Micro-stereolithography has been used to fabricate a scaffold of a photopolymer, poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF). Here scaffolds were created by dividing the photopolymer into several horizontal slices and hardening said slices with a laser beam before stacking them to generate the desired shape (Figure 13). These hard scaffolds mimic the mechanical properties of bone and were suitable for the cultivation of fibroblasts.[148] Regulation of axon guidance and extension may also be controlled via 3D structures and constraints.[149]

Scaffolds for 3D cell culture have also been generated from porous alginate/polyvinyl alcohol.[150] The composition of hybrid scaffolds was varied by altering the weight percentage of PVA incorporated, and scaffolds were engineered via freeze-drying processes and crosslinking steps. Chondrocytes were cultured on the scaffolds for a range of time points from one day to four weeks. As compared to alginate-only scaffolds, hybrid scaffolds had enhanced cell adhesion and faster growth. Among metallic scaffolds, porous titanium scaffolds with controlled structure and high strength have been created using a combination of rapid prototyping and powder metallurgy techniques.[18] In addition to scaffolds, gel-free microfluidic cell culture systems may be used to simulate 3D cell culture via the use of transient intercellular polymeric linkers and microfabricated pillar arrays.[19]

### 3.2.5. Elastic Gradients

Due to the fact that cells sense and respond to substrate elasticity, it is interesting to know how cells react to the difference in elasticity over a single substrate. Most elastic substrates have one constant stiffness, and cell reactions were investigated on different substrates with relevant stiffness. In vivo, cells may experience a range of elastic properties, and as such a substrate with continuous elasticity gradient would be extremely useful. Different parts of the cell are located on various points of the gradient substrates in order to get different mechanical inputs, and as such the cell response should reflect this difference. In the last few years, methods for preparing such substrates to investigate cell behavior were introduced. Substrates typically consist of different gels with natural or synthetic origin. The general principle of these methods is controlling the gradient of polymerization. While some of these methods use physical processes such as pressing a wedge-shaped gel[103] or interdiffusion of two components[122] most are generated by defined photo-irradiation to control the polymerization of the prepolymer or the degradation of the photosensitive polymer.

---

*Figure 11.* The overall methodology for 3D arginine–glycine–aspartic-acid–serine (RGDS) patterning by two-photon laser scanning (TPLS) photolithography. First, HDFs encapsulated in fibrin clusters were photopolymerized into collagenase-sensitive PEG hydrogels by exposure to long-wavelength UV light. The hydrogels were soaked in PEG–RGDS solution, allowing its diffusion into the bulk materials. The TPLS photolithographic technique was used to irradiate the hydrogels according to the predesigned virtual patterns, conjugating PEG–RGDS into a 3D network of hydrogels in predetermined patterns. After washing steps, cell migration was subsequently monitored over time. FITC represents fluorescein isothiocyanate. Reproduced with permission.[101] Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
The first substrate with elastic gradients were PAA gels consisting of two parts with different concentrations of BIS, and at the boundary was an area of a few tens of micrometers with continuous varying stiffness. In this work, two PAA mixtures were placed side by side on one cover slip and another cover slip was placed on top of the solutions. Both solutions began to mix with each other before the solutions became gels and built a continuous gradient of stiffness. The authors found that 3T3 cells prefer to migrate from the soft to the hard part of the substrate and defined this behavior as durotaxis. Crowe-Willoughby et al. used the same principle but two other elastomers, PDMS and poly(vinylmethylsiloxane) (PVMS), were used to fabricate the elastic gradient. Because polymerization occurs after interdiffusion, the two components had sufficient time to mix with each other and could produce gradients from 20 to 400 kPa distributed over a distance of up to 30 cm. Microfluidic network methods used to generate substrate-bound ECM gradients is a general technique based on interdiffusion and has also been used in combination to prepare substrates with elastic gradients. Isenberg et al. varied the working elasticity of a PAA gel from 1 to 80 kPa at a distance of 1500 μm. Some limitations of the interdiffusion process restrict the application of the method. First of all, it is not possible to control the extent of the gradient in a precise manner due to undefined diffusion. Additionally, because each formulation to interdiffuse comprises a two or more component mixture, the distribution of these components in the final network may not be uniform and that would ultimately lead to a certain uncontrolled “skew” of the gradient. Finally, the surface characteristics of the individual formulations may vary to some extent, which will ultimately affect the application of such gradient structures in biological studies.

In comparison, photopolymerization is better controlled and can be used to manufacture better-defined elastic gradients. The variables here are the distribution of the photo-initiators and irradiation intensity. The possible ways for generating a gradient are: 1) irradiation of a pre-elastomer with gradually distributed photo-initiator, which could be prepared via microfluidic networks, with constant time and intensity; 2) irradiation through a mask with gradual transparency for a constant time on a prepolymer with uniformly distributed initiator; 3) varying the time of irradiation through the length of the substrate by constant intensity and uniform distribution of initiator (Figure 14). The variation of two or more variables offers additional possibilities to tune the gradient. The use of an initiator for photo-induced degradation instead of polymerization can change the direction of the aimed gradient. Crowe-Willoughby et al. used the photo masks with linear...
or radial gradual transmittance to manufacture mercaptotermminated poly(vinylmethyisiloxane) PVMS-SH elastomer with elastic gradient.\(^{[112]}\) Wong et al. also fabricated a radial elastic gradient from 2 to 11 kPa on PAA gels using a mask while Kidoaki et al. used a simple unilateral mask to prepare photocurable styrenated gelatin gel with an elastic gradient from 10 to 400 kPa.\(^{[102]}\)

Kloxin et al. varied the time of irradiation to tune the elasticity of the substrates.\(^{[122]}\) In this instance, a photodegradable initiator PEG diacrylate crosslinking macromer (PEGdIPDA) was used. The initiator was first polymerized in PEG monoacrylate (PEGA) gel, and the gel was irradiated by 365 nm wavelength. The continuous motion of an opaque plate with constant velocity over the gels created an elasticity gradient from 10 to 30 kPa through the length of 9 mm. Kidoaki et al. also modified the absolute stiffness and steepness of the gradient by varying the irradiation time when they prepared elastic gradients using a mask.\(^{[102]}\)

Hadjipanayi et al. used mechanical instead of chemical processing to produce cell culture substrates with elastic gradients.\(^{[103]}\) They first prepared a wedge-shaped collagen gel and then compressed it to a thin film of 0.1 mm. The density of collagen matrix increased continuously from the cone to the high end as did the stiffness. Elasticity increases continuously from 1000 to 2300 kPa over the length of the substrates.

Advances in these areas have also afforded the opportunity to examine cell behavior in 3D rather than 2D environments enabling researchers to better mimic and analyze cell response in vivo. These 3D studies are expected to provide novel insights into the cellular response to surface topography, roughness, and elasticity. While poly(dimethylsiloxane) has been a model elastic substrate previously, the materials community is increasingly developing an array of defined substrates, including photo-crosslinkable hydrogels, which could be of use in ascertaining in vitro cell–surface interactions going forward. With enhanced processes and materials, investigating the physical environment’s role on cell behavior is a rich and promising research area, which could impact a wealth of biomedical applications.
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